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During the summer of 2020, many of the Georgia-Cumberland 
Conference ACF Presidents participated in a weekly zoom call to 
seek to identify ways that our ACF ministry on campus might look 
different because of the current Covid-19 Pandemic. We discussed 
and grappled with, as well as identified a number of areas that we 
believe we must be mindful  of as we move into the fall semester. 

We also sought to bring practical ideas to the table to assist each of our chapters 
in planning for and conducting ministry in a pandemic world. We asked the hard 
questions and sought to answer them in order to give us all a sense of direction  
as we move forward. 

In Part 1 we examined and discussed the following questions.
• What’s Changing?
• What obstacles are we facing?
• Based on what we know, what trends can we can anticipate?
• What new opportunities do we have that we can lean into?
• What are some practical strategies that we can employ in our ACF ministry?

Beyond that, in Part 2, we began to look at three different scenarios of possible 
ministry so that no matter what our campus environment, a chapter could easily adapt 
their approach, even on the fly, as the campus environment changed to accommodate 
the current reality of the virus and community response to it. More specifically, we 
examined and planned for ways to do ministry if a university was fully on campus, 
partially on campus or fully online. We believe that if a chapter uses this playbook, 
they can flow seamlessly from one approach to another as their local campus 
circumstances change. 

Of course, this is by no means an exhaustive approach, rather it is a suggested starting 
point to help you get your creative juices flowing as you seek to be faithful in doing 
ministry in your local context. Any ideas that you may come up will certainly be welcomed.

Before I go any further, let me thank the following people for being a part of this team 
effort: Chris Mogaka-GSU, Shelbe Johnson-Ga-Tech, Jalen Lawrence-KSU, Stephanie 
Langga-Dalton State, Codey Garcon-UGA, and Chris May-UTK. This was our core 
team and others joined in as they were able.

With hopes that this work proves very helpful and fruitful in your local chapter, no 
matter where you may be serving in the North American Division. 

Pastor Don
GCC ACF DIRECTOR
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1
What’s 

changing?

• Group sizes

• Ways to
interact are

changing

• Frequency
or number

of times that 
people 
 are on  

campus.

ACF  
Playbook  
2020 Part 1
Here we’ve simply listed bullet points of 
our discussion. Most are self-explanatory, 
but we’ve added clarification on those 
where we felt it was needed. You and your 
leadership team can use these simply as a 
spring-board to discussing what would be 
right for your University. Don’t feel 
restricted to these ideas, but rather utilize 
them to help you think through your 
approach and spark new ideas to help in 
your ACF ministry in your local context.

• Recruiting for ACF Chapters

No tabling

Limited exposure

• Not able to use resources that
we usually have

• Not everyone will be on cam-
pus at the same time

• Not being able to see each
other in person.

• Restrictions on use of rooms/
group sizes.

• We are not consistent with
our meetings already..this will
make it harder.

• It will be harder to hold
social events that help with
community building

• Time restrictions may
become a factor…maybe no
meetings after 8, or no evening
use of a campus facility after
certain time.

• People’s limited time.

• Finding new chapter leader- 
ship can be exacerbated.
(It’s already difficult)

• “Zoom” fatigue- after online
classes and other meetings,
some may not want to get back
online for a chapter meeting

2 What potential obstacles are we facing?
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3
Based on what  

we know…what are 
some trends we  
can anticipate?

• More online meetings…
(more zoom fatigue).

• People utilizing social me-
dia more

• More safety consciousness
due to heightened security

• Expect and plan for 2nd
and even 3rd Wave of Co-
vid. Fear will run high until
there is an introduction of
a vaccine and/or treatment
or cure.

• We already have Election
year and political polariza-
tion now heightened by
quarantine and isolation.
People are spending way
more time online hotly de-
bating politics.

• Racial division and social
injustice issues will continue

• Economy issues

Lost internships and jobs for
students

Students who may not be
able to return next year

> Financial issues

> Out of state student
finance issues.

> International students

Many students, especially 
incoming freshmen, are 
taking a Gap year...

• We are facing a continuing
Leadership deficit

4
What are the new opportunities this  

crisis affords that we could lean into?

• Online meetings make for easier access and relationship
development

Increases accessibility and availability as people stay home.

We actually can build community through online social events
while helping people feel safe.

• Allows time efficiency for meetings online

No need to spend 20-30 minutes driving one way.

Allows you to meet without a major loss of time.

• We can generate greater engagement through social media
since more people are on it more.

• Since safety is a key concern, we can develop safe spaces…
both physically and emotionally utilizing the need for the
spiritual as a centering point.

• We must take time to focus on intentional Leadership Devel-
opment

We need to become intentional about more diversity on
many levels

> Older/younger or grad and undergrad working together

> Different ethnic blends. We can be intentional about
finding people who are different ethnically and inviting
them to join in leadership to give us a new perspective.

> Encourage looking at your group through “Fresh Eyes”.
Recruit an incoming freshman or new transfer student to
include on your e-board just for the purpose of giving
“fresh eyes” feedback. It will help your group to grow
as well as begin the development of a new leader that
can gain experience watching you who can take over the
chapter when you leave.

We need to develop a broader scope of leadership 
opportunities

> Perhaps add more officers assigned to specific jobs.
ie. social event coordinator, social media marketing,
hospitality officer to develop ways for each event, online
or in person, to help all feel welcome and needed.

> Utilize those offices to develop your next layer of
leaders who can take your place when you go. Keep in
mind that the major officers (President, VP and Treasurer)
need to be SDA. The others not necessarily so.
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What are some  

practical strategies we  
can employ as we face these 

new realities?

• In Recruiting of new students

Develop a Weekly chapter email or
newsletter or utilize a FB page to
inform new members of the things
“old” members do automatically
because they know the routine.

Check your chapter email, for any
inquiries and then be prompt to
follow up. If you haven’t responded
within 36 hours, someone has
requested info, many have decided
your organization is non-responsive
and therefore not worth pursuing.

Add new people to your GroupMe
or Group chat so they can stay in
the loop.

Ask the Office of Student Affairs or
Student Life (or whatever it is called
on your campus) if they will supply a
list of those who have self-identified
as Seventh-day Adventists and then
contact each one to let them know
you are there.

If allowed, post photo ads on
your campus’ electronic bulletin
boards. (Many already have them
and others are developing them for
their online announcements). The
office of Student Life (or whatever it
is called on your campus) would be

the ones with information and guidelines on how to post. Use this 
to simply make other students aware of your presence on campus 
with contact information. Do NOT post your zoom link here. 
Zoom bombers look for zoom links on public bulletin boards.

Perhaps help your school develop and implement an online 
“tabling” event for all student organizations.

Use SMS text messaging software to help you stay in touch. Here 
are a few you can check out. Each has a “free” version with some 
limitations. You may want to purchase a subscription.

> SA Group Text

> Group SMS!

Develop a Social Media Recruiting plan. Use lots of pictures. 
Topics that will probably draw a crowd this fall will be those on 
dealing with anxiety, uncertainty, and depression. Give them 
positive titles: Finding Hope When You Can’t See It. Courage to 
Face Tomorrow. Beating Depression. Even reading a title such as 
these can create hopeful feelings in people who don’t have any 
hope. They begin thinking…well, at least someone can see hope 
for the future. Maybe I should check it out.

Sidewalk Chalk Messages around your university campus that 
point to your website, social media ad or event can be unique 
ways to attract the attention of others as they pass that way later.

Buy an A-Frame Poster frame to set on the sidewalk outside your 
event, or to point people to where to find you online.

• Utilize Zoom, Google hangout meets, Microsoft Teams or some
other online platform for your Bible Studies and meetings.

ACFLINK.ORG  5
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Establish a weekly Zoom meeting for your chapter 
or combined with other chapters, throughout the 
rest of the summer as we lead up to school starting 
and invite new interests and incoming freshmen to 
meet you there.

Utilize some of the many Bible Study  
resources that are already on the GCC 
ACF Website: http://acflink.org

• Remember that the Social aspect of ministry is
very important! Don’t neglect it!

It is the Social aspect that brings people to the
spiritual aspect. Utilize the social to connect
people with your group. If they feel they belong,
they will also come to believe.

Most people want to be part of a community—
in fact, NEED a community. This is especially true
of incoming freshmen and transfer students.

ACF can meet that need for anyone by
BEING their community.

Use lunch time on campus as a meet up
time if you are on campus

Develop Online Game night and other online
strategies to help meet the social needs.

> Stream movies together

> Cahoot Games

> Psyche

• Be intentional about small group development

Plan time for like-minded groups to be together
within the context of the larger groups, whether
your event be in person or online. Introducing
people of similar interests always forms better
friendships and develops within that person a
NEED to be present.

If online, use the Breakout room feature in Zoom
to separate them into their small group for a set
period of fellowship and discussion.

Utilize small groups to help build your overall
community. When you have several small groups,
you can bring them all together for your main
event or Bible study…and where you once had 4
or 5 coming, just two small groups of 4 or 5 will
automatically make 10. Three would bring you
15. Exponential growth is possible if you invite
your friends to join your small group on Zoom and
then join them all at the end for announcements
of upcoming events, prayer and then perhaps an
open chat.

“How would that work?” I hear you asking. Simply 
give them all the one Zoom link, and have your small 
group leaders already into a breakout room. As 
people enter, you can introduce yourself, greet them 
and ask them which group they are there for. As host, 
you can then send them on to that group. After 30-
45 minutes in that group, you simply close all rooms 
and bring them back into a main session where you 
quickly give the info and have a closing prayer. Seek 
to get their contact info while in the small group so 
that you can update them on future events or plug 
them into your SMS or Group Chat.

There you have it. A quick bullet point synopsis of 

• What’s Changing?

• What obstacles are we facing?

• Based on what we know, what trends
can we can anticipate?

• What new opportunities do we have
that we can lean into?

• What are some practical strategies that
we can employ in our ACF ministry?

Now…onto Part 2. 
Thoughts and Strategies for Three 
Different Campus Scenarios.

http://acflink.org


As the COVID-19 virus pandemic continues, 
it is understood that many schools may cycle 
through all three of these potential scenarios in 
a single semester as they react to local condi-
tions of a given university. Therefore, it is impor-
tant for each leadership team to have thought 
through and be familiar enough with these sug-
gestions that they can lead their chapter to pivot 
fluidly in the face of changing events.

Each plan explores the following questions 
with suggestions for fulfilling those in the con-
text of the three separate frameworks that you 
may be facing:

• How will we recruit?

• Where will we meet?

• What will be the key focus of our
ACF Chapter this year?

• What will be the structural components
we will use to achieve our focus?
We added an additional question for scenarios 2

and 3 which is: What will we intentionally change in 
our approach to accommodate this reality?

Scenario 1 examines these questions in light
of being fully back on campus. As of this writ-
ing, many are planning on being back on cam-
pus in the fall. If such is the case, then things 
will be closer to a normal school year, not-
withstanding practices and protocols that your 
university may put in place to seek to stem the 
spread of the virus.

Scenario 2 would help set the framework for
those who are partially on campus and partially 
off campus, and Scenario 3 helps you think
through ministry if your university decides to 
move to a totally online approach as they did 
during the spring semester of last year.

It is our hope that you and your leader-
ship team can become familiar with all three 
scenarios so that as your campus environment 
changes, you will already have a plan in place 
to accommodate the change and your ACF 
Chapter can move seamlessly from one to the 
next without missing a ministry beat.

GCC ACF Playbook Part 2
Again, we’ve simply listed bullet points of our discussion. Most are self-explanatory, but we’ve added 
clarification on those where we felt it was needed. You and your leadership team can use these simply 
as a springboard to discussing what would be right for your University. Don’t feel restricted to these 
ideas, but rather utilize them to help you think through your approach and spark new ideas to help in 
your ACF ministry in your local context.

ACFLINK.ORG  7
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Fall  
Possibilities 
2020 
We discussed each scenario with 
our panel of ACF Presidents and 
these are their suggestions.

SCENARIO 1: 
Totally Back on Campus  
(albeit with some restrictions)

How will we recruit? 

• Start with underclassmen and
new students. Focus on find-
ing out who they are and send
them an invitation via their
campus email.

• Promote at Freshmen Orienta-
tion perhaps with some printed
postcards to hand out.

• Tabling event if allowed by your
University

• Collaborate with other groups
perhaps by holding an Inter-
group social. Again, with the
flyer or postcard invites.

• Photoshoot with ACF Facemasks

• Develop email lists of incoming
new SDA students that you may
glean from the office of Student
Life or Student Affairs or what-
ever it is called on your campus
of those who may have self-
identified as SDA. Also asking
local pastors inform new students
about your ACF group if they
should show up for Sabbath wor-
ship. Again…then invite cards.

• Hold a Food event such as a
Vegan Cookout and advertise
to your whole campus. Be ready
with flyers, etc to invite them to
come and belong to your group.

• Word of Mouth and pamphlets
to your friends and their friends

• Utilize social media invites to
your opening event

• Let them know you are a very
open group where they can find a
place to belong.

• Be sure to check on those who
start, or who even came last year,
but for some reason have fallen
off. Call them, send them a text
or send a note to encourage
them to return.

• Check with Student Life for any
restrictions they may have

Where will we meet?

• Reserve a room on campus
through the Office of Student
Life.

• Ask about using a room at a local
SDA Church ie. SS room, fellow-
ship hall, etc

• Some groups meet at a church
member’s house

• Meet outside on campus or at a
park if the the weather is nice.

• During times of social distanc-
ing perhaps try a car circle in

a parking lot. What is a car 
circle? It is where everyone 
noses in or backs their cars to 
form a large circle in a parking 
lot and then each sits on the 
front (or back) of their car to 
maintain social distancing.

• Reserve a game room in one of
the residence halls

• Starbucks or Panera Bread

What should be the 
key focuses of our  
ACF Chapter?

• Building Connections with each
other and those around us

• Building a Reputation on campus
of being an essential student
organization

• Volunteering and community
building around our campus

• Spreading the Gospel in a
positive way

• Prioritizing members health-
Physical, Mental AND Spiritual
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What will be the structural 
components we will use to 
achieve the focus of our 
ACF program?

• WORSHIP perhaps a monthly
creative worship event.

• BIBLE STUDY weekly or bi-weekly

• LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
(see part 1 about Intentional
Leadership Development) utilize
weekly studies and events to
help grow your leaders by giving
them responsibility and modeling
what you want to see.

• SERVICE Intentionally develop
service projects for under-served
people in your area, or for min-
istries that need help or perhaps
just to help beautify a commu-
nity. Think Refugee community,
homeless shelters, elementary
schools that may have furloughed
their grounds staff, local church-
es that need help with ministries,
etc. Brainstorm with your group
on this one.

• FUN ideas would include game
nights, Sabbath hikes, picnics,
bowling, laser tag, basketball
or volleyball tournaments if you
have access to a gym and various
outings.

• DISCUSSIONS Develop a cul-
ture of discussions. Discuss just
about anything, but learn how to
keep the discussions both civil
and productive by giving ground
rules that will help people feel
heard and understood, as well as
respected, even if they disagree.
If you need help with ground
rules, call Pastor Don.

SCENARIO 2: 
Half on/Half Off

How will we recruit?

• GroupMe Advertising

• Social Media Platforms

• Talk to Leadership on campus to
help promote your organization
along with other student organi-
zations on campus

• Word of Mouth

• Personal text invitations

• Utilize the Universities student
online bulletin boards or news-
letters to let people know you
are there. (Note: Do NOT post a
Zoom link. Just an email address
if they are interested. Send the
zoom link to individuals. Publicly
posted Zoom links invite Zoom
bombers.)

• Apply for money that might be
available to you for student orga-
nizations through the university
and use it for giveaways that can
raise awareness for your group.

• NOTE: Check with the Student
Life office to see if they have
funds for student-led organi-
zations. Many have funds col-
lected from the entrance fees for
student organizations with the
dollar figure based on number of
members in your chapter.

Where will we meet?

• Obviously, one of our options will
be Online. Zoom, Google Hang-
outs Meet, Microsoft Teams, etc.

• Parking lots and parks- in a car
circle. (See above note on car
circles)

• At a local SDA Church, perhaps
in the fellowship hall or a large
room that can give you enough
space for social distancing.

• Possibly a Starbucks and/or
Panera if they are still open to
dining.

• Someone’s apartment or House.
Again, in times of social distanc-
ing, make sure you have enough
room to have 6 feet between you.

• Apartment complex meeting
rooms might also be a good
option if you happen to have
someone in an apartment com-
plex that has one.
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• A Dormitory lounge if the resi-
dence halls are open in the half
on/half off scenario

• And if you can’t find any place
else, ask your students where
they WANT to meet…

What will be the key 
focuses of our ACF 
Chapter? We believe 
that they should stay the 
same as if you are fully 
on campus. The proximity 
doesn’t have to dictate  
the focus.

• Building Connections with each
other and those around us

• Building a Reputation on campus
of being an essential student
organization

• Volunteering and community
building around our campus

• Spreading the Gospel in a posi-
tive way

• Prioritizing members health-Phys-
ical, Mental AND Spiritual

What will be the 
components of our 
ACF program? Here 
our leaders began also 
talking about practical 
ideas related to each 
component that could 
spark ideas. They are  
in bold.

• Worship- In person when pos-
sible, but online if needed.

• Bible Study

Bible Trivia opening-whether
online or in person, this could be
a great opening for a Bible study,
especially if the Trivia pertains to
the topic of the night.

• Leadership Development

Part out the online assignments

to various leaders as you plan to 
go online, ie. marketing, setting 
up the zoom meeting, getting 
the content ready, the ice-
breaker activity, etc. so that they 
responsibilities get shared and 
each feels they are a needed part 
of the whole. Also good to do 
when not online.

• Service (see suggestions
in Scenario 1.

In addition to serving in person,
there are many opportunities to
serve virtually. From becoming
someone who can assist the
blind via an app, https://www.
bemyeyes.com, to sewing
masks for organizations to
sending cards to deployed
people in the military service to
literally thousands of other ways
to volunteer, VolunteerMatch.
org is one place to find tons of
service opportunities online.
Or just type in Virtual Service
opportunities, or Virtual
outreach opportunities. You can

also check with your local SDA 
Church to see if the pastor has 
ways that you could help them 
be the hands and feet of Christ 
in their community.

• Fun

Virtual scavenger hunt. It can be
done using items they might have
in their room or home and they
have to retrieve and show it on
camera to get the points. It could
be a digital scavenger hunt through
their camera photos or through
websites to find information.
You could even use a creative
scavenger hunt to advertise your
next event. Find phrases or words
on different websites that they
would have to go to in order to
piece together the message.

> Pictionary- in person-no
change. Online, use the
Zoom whiteboard (shut off
private chat or people will
cheat like dogs) or an online
pictionary game.

https://www.bemyeyes.com
https://www.bemyeyes.com
https://www.volunteermatch.org
https://www.volunteermatch.org
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> Mafia https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Mafia_(party_
game). Online version
available.

> Psyche-online game by
Ellen DeGeneres played on
phones

> Kahoot- online study tool
that can also be used to set
up game quizzes on phones.

> jackbox.tv. has a ton of
games listed by group size.
https://www.jackboxgames.
com/the-ultimate-guide-
to-player-counts-in-each-
jackbox-game/

DISCUSSION  It is even more im-
portant to utilize discussions when 
you move online. Use Zoom break-
out room feature. Also use the poll-
ing feature for feedback and quick 
polls. Remember to focus your 
discussions. Have them be about a 
topic, a Scripture passage, or even 
about life in general. Asking partic-

ipants to share in a breakout room 
part of their past is one of the best 
ways to get to know each other 
more. Start light and move to more 
weighted questions when people 
feel they are safe. Note: This could 
be weeks or months, so always 
give them the option to pass.

What will we intentionally 
change in our approach to 
accommodate this reality?

• Have access to internet and a
projector so that you always have
an online option for those who
can’t make it in person. That way
you can all be together even if
some are joining you online.

• Or connect Laptop with camera
to a large screen TV for those
present to see those joining on-
line, utilizing the laptop camera
to pick up those who are there in
person.

How can we set our leaders 
up to help assist in building 
our chapters

• Work on intentional Leadership
development of your team and
spend time teaching them how
they can talk to and relate to
newcomers. The more people
that make friendly contact with
a newcomer, the more likely
they are to stick around and join
you. Take them through a short
course on how to talk and not
run out of things to say.

• Perhaps take your leadership
team to a new group just to see
how it feels to be new. Don’t all
crash one, but perhaps a few
going to one and a few going
to another. Then compare notes
on you experiences. And if you
had a good experience ask the
question, “What could help us
become that way?” If you have a
negative experience ask, “What
would help us NOT be that
way?”

• Some suggested groups might
be: Intervarsity, CRU, The Navi-
gators and other on campus
Christian organizations that
you might be able to partner
with later.

SCENARIO 3
Fully off campus but online

How will we recruit?

• GroupMe Advertising

• Social Media Platforms

• Talk to Leadership on campus to
help promote your organization
along with other student organi-
zations on campus

• Word of Mouth

• Personal text invitations

• Utilize the Universities student

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mafia_(party_game)
https://www.jackboxgames.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-player-counts-in-each-jackbox-game/


online bulletin boards or newsletters 
to let people know you are there. 
(Note: Do NOT post a Zoom link. Just 
an email address if they are interested. 
Send the zoom link to individuals. Pub-
licly posted Zoom links invite Zoom 
bombers.)

• Apply for money that might be avail-
able to you for student organizations
through the university and use it for
giveaways that can raise awareness
for your group.
NOTE: Check with the Student Life
office to see if they have funds for
student-led organizations. Many have
funds collected from the entrance
fees for student organizations with
the dollar figure based on number of
members in your chapter.

Where will we meet?

• Obviously Online. Zoom, Google
Hangouts Meet, Microsoft Teams,
etc. (There is a shared Zoom account
provided by the conference that each
President has access to as long as
you schedule your meeting on the
shared Zoom calendar)

• Parking lots and parks- in a car circle if
a lot of people live close to your cam-
pus. (See above note on car circles)

• Someone’s apartment or House.
Again, in times of social distancing,
make sure you have enough room to
have 6 feet between you and AL-
WAYS have the online option.

• And if you can’t find any place else,
ask your students where they WANT
to meet…

What will be the key focus 
of our ACF Chapter? Again, 
nothing changes here.

• Building Connections with each other
and those around us

• Building a Reputation on campus
of being an essential student
organization

• Volunteering and community building
around our campus

• Spreading the Gospel in a positive way

• Prioritizing members health-Physical,
Mental AND Spiritual

What will be the components 
of our ACF program? 
This is where the conference can assist in 
programming and planning. If we move 
totally online again, we can pool our 
resources and provide weekly program-
ming by sharing the leadership among the 
chapters, much like we do on the Friday 
Night Prayer line. Except that we can also 
provide conference wide fun nights, Bible 
Studies and other resources. In addition, 
one or two chapters that are in close prox-
imity might want to join together for their 
own fellowship and relationship building.

Worship Online. This would also be 
a time when you can do joint online 
events with other chapters near you. 

• Bible Study

Bible Trivia opening-whether online
or in person, this could be a great
opening for a Bible study, especially
if the Trivia pertains to the topic of
the night.

12  ACFLINK.ORG
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There are lots of Bible Study 
resources listed on our GCC 
ACF web page under resources: 
http://acflink.org

• Leadership Development

Part out the online assignments
to various leaders as you plan to
go online, ie. marketing, setting
up the zoom meeting, getting
the content ready, the ice-
breaker activity, etc. so that they
responsibilities get shared and
each feels they are a needed part
of the whole.

• Service (as a chapter).

Seek to find a project that many
of you can serve on various
components of the same
project so that you can work
together to make a unified
difference. In addition, there are
many individual virtual service
opportunities.

• There are many opportunities to
serve virtually. From becoming
someone who can assist the blind
via an app, https://www.bemy-
eyes.com, to sewing masks for
organizations to sending cards to
deployed people in the military
service to literally thousands of
other ways to volunteer, http://
www.volunteermatch.org is one
place to find tons of service op-
portunities online. Or just type
in Virtual Service opportunities,
or Virtual outreach opportuni-
ties. You can also check with your
local SDA Church to see if the
pastor has ways that you could
help them be the hands and feet
of Christ in their community.

• Fun

Virtual scavenger hunt. It can be
done using items they might have
in their room or home and they
have to retrieve and show it on

camera to get the points. It could 
be a digital scavenger hunt through 
their camera photos or through 
websites to find information. 
You could even use a creative 
scavenger hunt to advertise your 
next event. Find phrases or words 
on different websites that they 
would have to go to in order to 
piece together the message.

> Pictionary- in person- 
no change. Online, use the
Zoom whiteboard (shut off
private chat or people will
cheat like dogs) or an online
pictionary game.

> Mafia https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Mafia_(party_game).
Online version available.

> Psyche-online game by
Ellen DeGeneres played on
phones

> Kahoot- online study tool

that can also be used to set 
up game quizzes on phones.

> jackbox.tv. has a ton of
games listed by group size.
https://www.jackboxgames.
com/the-ultimate-guide-
to-player-counts-in-each-
jackbox-game/

DISCUSSION It is even more impor-
tant to utilize discussions when you 
move online. Use Zoom breakout 
room feature. Also use the poll-
ing feature for feedback and quick 
polls. Remember to focus your 
discussions. Have them be about a 
topic, a Scripture passage, or even 
about life in general. Asking partici-
pants to share in a breakout room 
part of their past is one of the best 
ways to get to know each other 
more. Start light and move to more 
weighted questions when people 
feel they are safe. Note: This could 
be weeks or months, so always give 
them the option to pass.

http://acflink.org
https://www.bemyeyes.com
https://www.bemyeyes.com
http://www.volunteermatch.org
http://www.volunteermatch.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mafia_(party_game)
https://www.jackboxgames.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-player-counts-in-each-jackbox-game/
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What will we intentionally 
change in our approach to 
accommodate this reality?

• Have access to internet and a
projector

• Or connect Laptop with camera
to a large screen TV for those
present

• Invite some alumni to join the
meetings on zoom

• Do some FB live from Zoom

• Try to do some sort of an online
big event which would/could
include alumni

> Game night with Q&A with
Alumni…put some hype
behind it.

> Conference wide events

• More Group Prayer sessions
praying specifically for guid-
ance and needs. In addition, we
can set up the following prayer
events:

Online Prayer booth

> Utilize Google Prayer
request forms to have
people share requests

> Email or phone to follow
up with people

Virtual Prayer Walk

> Campus by campus

> Dept. by Dept.

> Student Services-Perhaps
ask for prayer request from

different departments

> Perhaps monthly with a
different focus.

> Also ask for Prayer request
from Administrators or
Professors

• Listening session…sharing time

> Have group members host
a breakout room on zoom
to allow people to share
stories and prayer requests
in groups of 2 to 5.

> Spend time in prayer for
the requests

> Come back together for
a time of response and
sharing.
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How can we set up our 
leaders up to help assist in 
building our chapters

• Work on intentional Leadership de-
velopment of your team and spend
time teaching them how they can
talk to and relate to newcomers.
The more people that make friendly
contact with a newcomer, the more
likely they are to stick around and
join you. Take them through a short
course on how to talk and not run
out of things to say.

Perhaps take your leadership
team to a few new groups online
just to see how it feels to be
new. Then compare notes on
you experiences. And if you
had a good experience ask the
question, “What could help us
become that way?” If you have a

negative experience ask, “What 
would help us NOT be that way?”  

> Some suggested groups
might be: InterVarsity
(https://intervarsity.org),
CRU (https://www.cru.org),
The Navigators (https://
www.navigators.org) and
other on campus Christian 
organizations that you might 
be able to partner with later.

Other considerations we discussed.

How can we become 
more diverse?

• Have a universal theme event
that is very open to all without
ethnic overtones.

> Vegan cookout

• Make sure that you have a
diverse representation of back-
grounds at tabling events

> Grad/Undergrad

> Ethnically diverse

> Gender diverse

• People are attracted by the
leadership they see. What we all
look for is someone we might be
able to relate to. Someone like
ourselves. If we see that, we are
more apt to join. If not, we typi-
cally move on.

• Start with inviting international
students to draw new ethnici-
ties. They are typically very lone-
ly, seeking friendships and they
already immersed in a cross-cul-
tural experience, not expecting
to find anyone like them.

• Pray that God will send you the
people you need. Structure your
prayer to ask God to send you
new people and be specific in
your prayers about the ethnici-
ties you want Him to send.

Remember, when you go cross-
cultural or multi-ethnic, spend 
more time seeking to understand 
than trying to make yourself under-
stood. Avoid “inside jokes” of your 
ethnic group when you are looking 
to attract more. No one wants to 
feel left out, and when you use a 
“group speak” that those in your 
group naturally understand, but 
outsiders don’t, it is much like 
saying to the newcomer, “just go 
away so we can be who we are.” 
And they will.

The same is true of SDA  
speak when you have other 
Christians or non-Christians 
with you. Saying stuff like “the 
GC, the NAD, Ellen G or Aun-
tie Ellen” leaves them con-
fused and wanting to leave.

https://intervarsity.org
https://www.cru.org
https://www.navigators.org


Closing

I hope this little guide has been 
helpful in getting you “on track” to 
do ministry this year. You may find 
yourself jumping from one scenario 
to another as the virus does its thing 
and your university makes changes 
on the fly. Hopefully, with your great 
leadership team and this guide in 
hand, you will be able to shift with 
those changes and not miss a beat in 
ministering to your fellow students. 
Praying with and for you for a great 
year in ACF ministry! 

RON P ICKELL
RPICKELL@GMAIL .COM 

INFO@ACFL INK.ORG 

501 .845 .5560




